Effect of surplus amount of oxygen on the cerebrocortical microcirculatory reactions associated to moderate arterial hypotension.
The aim of the present study was to clarify whether tissue hypoxia is involved in the autoregulatory dilatation of cerebrocortical vessels occurring at moderate arterial hypotension. In order to avoid hypoxia that may occur during arterial hypotension, in one part of the experiments the brain cortices were superfused with oxygen saturated (pO2, approximately 500 mm Hg) artificial cerebrospinal fluid (mock CSF). In the other part of the experiments arterial hypotension was induced without superfusing the brain cortices (closed skull). Mean arterial blood pressure (MABP) was decreased in both experimental groups by bleeding to 75-85 mm Hg for approximately 5 min, then the shed blood was reinfused. Changes in cortical vascular volume (CVV), mean transit time of cortical blood flow (tm), and blood flow (CBF) were measured through a cranial window with a microscope reflectometer. Although CSF pO2 differed markedly between the superfused and nonsuperfused experimental groups, arterial hypotension led to similar changes in CVV and tm in both groups. Due to the proper dilatation of the cerebrocortical arterioles, CBF was not altered by arterial hypotension in either of the groups. These results suggest that the brain cortex does not become hypoxic at moderate arterial hypotension and, consequently, incipient tissue hypoxia has no role in the autoregulatory dilatation of the cerebrocortical arterial network.